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Born in the UK, I studied Philosophy at the University of Kent 

and, after a year of  making pizzas, moved to Spain, where I have 

been living and teaching since 2002.

I began teaching the DP in 2015 with ToK and English B, and 

then became a teacher of Global Politics in 2018. This has been a 

factor in my enrolling in an Open University course on 

International Relations, which I am currently studying.

For the past 3 years I have been  the ToK coordinator at Colegio San Patricio, as well as a 

teacher of Group 2 English B.  The school is currently going through a 5-year evaluation, and 

ToK has a central role to play in this.

I try to teach ToK in ways that, though focused on evaluation, challenge preconceptions and 

provoke student engagement.



Does ToK Exist To Torture IB Students?



According to the ToK Guide (p.12)…

“The ToK course plays a special role in the DP by providing an 
opportunity for students to reflect on the nature, scope and 

limitations of knowledge and the process of knowing.”



…but according to me…

“ToK can help you get better grades in the other subjects (the 
ones that really matter, with 7 points).”



For Example…
Language and Literature SL & HL Evaluation Criteria A



For Example…ToK Guide (p.6)

“The following 12 concepts have particular 

prominence within, and thread throughout, the TOK 

course: evidence, certainty, truth, interpretation, 

power, justification, explanation, objectivity, 

perspective, culture, values and responsibility.”



For Example…Biology HL IA Assessment Criteria



For Example… ToK Guide (p.13) of TOK Guide



For Example… Mathematics applications and interpretation SL  
& HL IA Assessment Criteria (p. 87)



For Example…ToK Guide (p.8)

“The aims of the TOK course are: 

● to encourage students to reflect on the central question, 

“How do we know that?”, and to recognize the value of 

asking that question.



How Can We Reinforce The Message That ToK Is Valuable 
Throughout The Whole Programme?



How Can We Reinforce The Message That ToK Is Valuable 
Throughout The Whole Programme?

● By working on the skills they need to support their 

studies in both ToK itself and in other subjects;

● By drawing on the expert knowledge of other subject 

colleagues;

● By demonstrating ToK’s role in the core and stressing 

how it supports learning in the students’ other 

Diploma subjects.



Methodology in the
Natural Sciences



Knowledge Question:

What is the

Scientific Method?



Biology: Molecular Biology and Ecology. 



Compare and Contrast the Different Methodologies

Similarities Differences



Make Notes on the Methodology Demonstrated

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLP8dcnWnJg


Make Notes on the Methodology Demonstrated

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDp3I07Wcrg


How Do these Descriptions of the Scientific Method Differ?



Knowledge Question:

Is There A Single Scientific 

Method?



Connection to the Natural Sciences



Follow-Up Activities

● If your school subscribes to Kognity, read section 4.5.3: The Sciences, Methods 

and Tools

● Identify two objects that demonstrate

different methodologies in the natural sciences



The Arts - Interpretation

● How much of the knowledge we construct is determined by 

the intention of the communicator, by our own assumptions, 

and by the way the communication is valued by the 

community?

(Adapted from Language & Literature Guide p.23)



The Arts - Interpretation

● Denotation and Connotation

● Semiotics



Follow-Up Activities

If your school 

subscribes to Kognity, 

read Section 4.6.2 The 

Arts, Perspectives

Choose a text studied 

in (Language &) 

Literature and 

identify icons, 

indexes and symbols

Reflect on your 

interpretation with 

regards to the intentions 

of the author, the reader’s 

assumption, and the 

values of the community 

600 word 

written 

reflection



The Arts - Interpretation

● May 2021 Essay Titles

6. “Avoiding bias seems a commendable goal, but this fails to 

recognize the positive role that bias can play in the pursuit 

of knowledge.” Discuss this statement with reference to two 

areas of knowledge.”



Mathematics - Reflection

What steps can we take to help ourselves 

avoid being misled by statistics used in 

unclear or disingenuous ways in the media?

In what ways can statistical 

data be used or misused to 

justify political actions?



Discussion on NYU 
article: What Numbers 
Can—and Can’t—Tell Us 
About the Pandemic

https://www.nyu.edu/about/news-publications/news/2020/july/what-numbe
rs-can-and-can-t-tell-us-about-the-pandemic.html

Mathematics - Reflection



Mathematics - Reflection

● Look at activity from My IB 

Mathematics Teaching and 

Learning resources and in 

particular the discussion 

questions

● Identify something (relevant) the 

data tells us, and something it 

does not from local Covid Data



Mathematics Reflection

● May 2021 Essay Titles

4. “Statistics conceal as much as they reveal.” Discuss this 

claim with reference to two areas of knowledge.



And Finally…

● Make ToK part of the DP by making it relevant to your students’ other 

Diploma studies.

●● Use the opportunity to connect with 

other teachers and ask for examples of 

teaching and learning materials that 

they use that can be used to stimulate 

discussions in ToK in response to the 

knowledge questions in the Guide.


